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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2] and [3], Coffman and the present author reported on a first attempt at 
applying to linear differential equations with delays the methods of functional 
analysis developed for linear differential equations by Massera and Schiffer 
(see especially [4]) and for linear difference equations by themselves in [I]. 
The primary purpose of these investigations is to relate properties of the 
nonhomogeneous equation such as “admissibility” (“for every second member 
in some given function space there is a solution in some given function space”) 
and certain forms of conditional stability behaviour (“dichotomies”) of the 
solutions of the homogeneous equation. The irreversibility of the process 
described by an equation with delays made it appear advisable to reduce the 
problem to the simplest kind of irreversible process, i.e., that described by a 
difference equation. 
In a recent thesis (the substance of which has appeared in [5]), Pecelli has 
obtained results of this nature for certain equations with delays by con- 
structing a theory parallelling those of differential and difference equations 
without reduction to either. 
In this paper we present a simpler and more powerful attack on the 
problem along the lines of [3]. Specifically, we consider on [O, CO) an equation 
of the form 
and the corresponding homogeneous equation 
ti+Mu=0 (1.2) 
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in a Ranach space E, ultimately to be assumed finite-dimensional; I is a 
continuous vector-valued function; the “solution” II is d&in& on [ I * 1-L 
and 114, the “memory functional”, takes a continuous function II Iincarlv into 
a continuous function MU in such a way that the value of MU at any given 
value t of the argument depends on the values of u on [t - I, t] oni!,. 
The assumptions of our main result (Theorem 7.3) arc that <If transforms 
bounded functions “boundedI\” into bounded functions, and that (I. 1) 
has at least one bounded solution for each bounded v---in the tradition of 
[l-4], “(C, C) is admissible for (I. 1)“. ‘rh c conclusion describes the behaviour 
of “slices” of length 1 of solutions of (1.2) and its restrictions to [nl, m) 
for real m -4 0: roughly speaking, the slices of bounded solutions tend 
uniformly exponentially to 0, and there exists a complementary finitc- 
dimensional manifold of solutions of (1.2) whose slices tend uniformly 
exponentially to infinity and stay away uniformly from those of bounded solu- 
tions: this behaviour is a kind of “exponential dichotomy” in the sense of [I]. 
This paper can be read entirely independently of [3]. This entails some 
repetition-indeed, the sequence of ideas follows [3] rather faithfully--but 
appears justified by the following remarks. 
In [2] and [3] it was assumed that the memory functional, apart from a term 
depending on the “present” value of U, had a gap behind the “present”. 
This permitted an inchwise explicit construction of the solutions of (I. 1) 
and (I .2) from the theory of ordinary differential equations. In abandoning 
the assumption of the presence of this gap, we have to do without the explicit 
construction; however, not only does our present approach completely 
subsume the results of [3] (to show this requires some messy routine computa- 
tion, plus an obvious adjustment of scale), but it also simplifies the technical 
aspects considerably, in doing am-ay with overlapping slices of different lengths 
and complicated computational verifications. Although we still rely heavily on 
[I], the final results no longer exalt slices with integral endpoints above the 
others. 
Reliance on the theory of difference equations allows us to avoid all 
consideration of possibly unbounded operators and all explicit 
representations of A-say as a Stieltjes integral-and other, more 
technical complications of [5]; th e use of a compactness argument first 
presented in [6] allows us, for finite-dimensional E, to achieve the description 
of the behaviour of the solutions of (1.2) with no extra assumptions. 
As in [3], we have dealt here only with a concrete example of the “continuous 
case”; however, the same method is also applicable to the “CarathCodory 
case”, where (1 .l), (1.2) only hold locally in L1, and where boundedness is 
replaced by membership in translation-invariant spaces of measurable 
functions. This and other matters, related to the present paper as [2] is to [3], 
will be dealt with elsewhere. 
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2. SPACES 
Throughout this paper, E will denote a given real or complex Banach 
space; in Section 7 we shall assume that its dimension is finite. The norm in E, 
as in all normed spaces for which no other symbol is prescribed, is denoted by 
// 11. If X, Y are Banach spaces, [X + Y] denotes the Banach space of operators 
(bounded linear mappings) from X to Y, and we set r? == [X -+ X]. 
We shall be dealing with sequences and with functions defined on intervals 
of the real line. We denote by w the set {O, l,...> of all natural numbers, and 
set w[,,I = (n E w : n 3 m}, m = 0, l,... . The notation for intervals of the 
real line is the usual one. 
If m, ni are real numbers [natural numbers] with m’ > m, and f is a 
function defined on [m, co) [on u+,J, thenfr,,] shall denote the restriction of 
f to [m', cc) [to w[,~‘I 1. 
Assume that X is a Banach space. For each natural number m we denote by 
smzl(X) the linear space of all functions f : Q[,,J -+ X and by I~~l(X) the 
Banach space of all bounded ones, with the norm If I = sup(j;f(n)jj : n E w[~J}. 
For each real m we denote by K[,l(X) the linear space of all continuous 
functions f : [m, co) ---f X and by C,,,(X) the Banach space of all bounded 
ones among them, with the norm If I = sup(j!f(t)jj : t E [m, 00)). In all 
these notations the subscript is omitted when m = 0. 
Finally, we denote by E the Banach space of all continuous functions 
f: [-l,O] ---f E, with the norm Of0 = max{l!f(t)/: tE[-l,O]]. 
The following example illustrates some obvious notational conventions. 
Suppose that g E i”(E); then 0 g 0 is the element of l”(R) given by 0 g U(n) = 
0 g(n)U, n = 0, I,...; and I g I = I 0 g 0 I is the norm of g as an element of 
l”(E). 
3. SLICING OPERATIONS 
Let m 3 0 be a given real number. For each t >, m we define the linear 
mapping n(t) : K[,-I~(E) -+ E by 
uwm = f@ + 4 s E L-1, 01, ft I%-0). (3.1) 
Thus II(t) maps f into the “slice” off between t - 1 and t, transplanted to 
[- 1, 0] for convenience. (Note that indication of m is omitted; this will not 
cause any confusion.) 
When m is an integer andfe KI,-~I(E), we define mfg s[,l(E) by 
Thus m is a linear inject& ntapping of Kc,,, ,I(/<) into s\~,~@). \\‘v ~recorcl 
the obvious description of its range. 
4. THE RIEMORY FCXCTI~NAL 
We now make precise the assumptions on the “memory functional” -11 
that appears in (1. I). It is linear and maps continuous functions into continuous 
functions, and the value of 1% at t is to depend only on the slice of u between 
t - 1 and t. Specifically, we assume the following: 
(M,) : 112 : Kt-,1(E) + K(E) is a linear mapping such that if t E [0, m) 
and u, u’ E Kt-i,(E) satisfy fl(t)z~ = LF(t)u’, then (X’u)(t) = (Mu’)(t). 
Assumption (R/I,) permits, for each real m ;’ 0, the “cutting down” of 
M to a linear mapping JZt,,,, : KL,_~I(E) - %,I(@. Each u E J&-d4 
satisfies u =: q,,,+i~ for some v E KI-,1(E), and we may set Mt,,lu = (ill~)~~,,I . 
Since t >Y m implies L7(t)v =- Li’(t)u, assumption (MI) shows that JUtnilu 
thus defined does not depend on the choice of z’. If m’ T: m 0, these 
cut-down memory functionals then satisfy 
It is obvious that @I,) implies the existence, for every t E [0, co), of a 
linear mapping II?(t) : E - E such that 
We shall generally impose the following additional assumption: 
(M,): The restriction of M to CE_~J(E) is a bounded linear mapping 
144, : CL-,,(E) ---t C(E). 
If M satisfies (M,) and (M,) it follows at once that A?Z(t) is bounded, i.e., 
in @ -+ E], for each t, with 
!~ M, (1 = sup{‘\ &qt)l; : t E [O, co)). (4.3) 
We note in passing that t t-t ll?Z(t): [0, CD)) --f [E 4 E] is then continuous in 
the strong operator topology; t H /I A%‘(t) Ij is 1 ower semicontinuous, but need 
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not be continuous. Conversely, given a strong-operator-continuous and 
uniformly bounded function 
t t+ A?(t) : [0, co) -+ [E --f E], 
formula (4.2) with m = 0 defines a linear mapping iVl that satisfies (VI,) 
and (lN,). 
5. SOLUTIONS 
Henceforth we assume given the space E and the memory functional M 
satisfying conditions (M,) and (M2). 
For every r E K(E), a solution of (1 .I) is a function u E KI-,1(E) whose 
restriction u[,,l to [0, co) is continuously differentiable (the derivative is 
Z&J E K(E)) and that satisfies z&l $- Mu = Y on [0, co). More generally, for 
everv real m > 0, a solution of (l.l)c,,,l is a function u t K[,,+,I(E) 
whose restriction ulm] is continuously differentiable and that satisfies 
&,I + M~~Ju = Y[~J on [m, co). In particular, if m’ > m 3 0 and u is a 
solution of (I .I)[,,], then u[,~~‘-rl is a solution of (1 .I)[,,,, on account of (4. I). 
These definitions and statements of course also apply to the homogeneous 
Eq. (1.2). 
A function u E K~,&E) is a solution of (1 .I),,,, if and only if 
u(t) = u(m) - 1’ ((il/lrVrlu)(s) - Y(S)) ds, t > m. 
* ,r1 
Existence and uniqueness theorems for the initial value problem follow as 
usual from Banach’s Contractive Mapping Principle, and inequalities for the 
solutions from Gronwall’s Inequality. The inequality II(Mrmlu)(t)ji < 
11 M, 11 0 Ii’(t)u II, an immediate consequence of (4.2) and (4.3), plays a basic 
role here. We omit the details. In view of the linearity of the equation, the 
results are summarized as follows. 
LEMMA 5.1. For each real m > 0 there exist linear mappings P(m) : E --f 
h-dE) and Q(m) : K(E) - %-II(E) such that, for every v EE and every 
Y E K(E), the function u = P(m)v + Q( m Y ) is the unique solution of (I .l)[,,l 
with n(m)u = ~1; and 
Il(P(m)v)(t)ll < 0 v U exp(!/ MC Il(t - m)), tarn, VEE, 
(5.1) 
,I(Q(m)~)(t)l G (f !I +)!I d.c) exdll MC Il(t - ml> t > m, T E K(E). 
m 
We note the following corollary of Lemma 5.1 and the preceding discussion 
on “cutting down” the domain of the equation. 
LEMMA 5.2. If u is a solution of (1 .2)I,,,1 for some nl : 0, then 
0 II(t)u ii Sz 0 II(t,)u U exp(‘( Al, ((f -~ t,,)), f ‘L- f, l : 711. 
6. THE ASSOCIATED DIFFERENCE EQUATION 
We construct a certain difference equation in E in such a way that the 
values of a solution are the slices of a solution of (I .l). For this purpose, we 
define the linear mappings 
A(n) = -Ii-(n)P(n - 1) : E + E, 
n = 1, 2,... 
B(n) = lI(n)Q(n - 1) : K(E) --, E, 
(6.1) 
and observe that (5.1) implies 
A(n) E 8, II 4)li G w/i MC IO n = 1, 2,..., 
0 B(n)r 0 < O(wr)(n)U exp// MC //, n=1,2 
(6.2) 
,..., Y E K(E). 
We set A = (A(n)) E lzl(8) and define the linear mapping B : K(E) --f s[rl(E) 
by (B)(n) = B(n)r, n = 1, 2 ,... . 
With A thus defined, we consider the following difference equations in E: 
x(n) -+ A(n)x(n - I) -f(n), 12 = 1, 2,..., (6.3) 
x(n) + A(n)x(n - 1) = 0 n = 1, 2,..., (6.4) 
and their restrictions (6.3)1,1 , (6.4)[,1 to n = m + 1, m + 2,... for m E w. 
Herefc q,](E). 
LEMMA 6. I. Let m E w and Y E K(E) be given. A function x E stlI(E) is a 
solution of (6.3)[,1 with f = Br if and only if x = au for some solution u of 
(I. l)t,j . In particular, x is a solution of (6.4)[,1 if and only if x = wu fey some 
soZution u of (1.2)~~~ . 
Proof. If u is a solution of (l.l)t,~ and n > m, then ut+aI is a solution 
of (1. l)t,-,I; by Lemma 5.1, we have 
(wu)(n) = Iqn)u = Iq?z)U[,-,] 
= Iqn)(P(n - lyqn - l)U[& + Q(n - I)Y) 
= -A(n - 1)~ + B(n)r 
= --A(n)(wu)(n - 1) + W)(n), 
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and so x = ZUZJ is a solution of (6.3)[,1 with f = Br. Conversely, if x is a 
solution of (6.3)LTF1] with f = Br, let u be the solution of (l.l)~,~ with 
II(m)u = x(m). By the first part of the proof, ZTJU is a solution of (6.3)1,1; but 
(mu)(m) = Ii’(m)u = x(m); therefore, zou = X. 
It is clear that not every f E s[,l(E) is of the formf = Br. It is still possible, 
however, to relate Eq. (6.3) with arbitraryf to Eq. (1.1). 
THEOREM 6.2. For each f E s[~,(E) there exists Y E K(E) such that 
U(7?JY)(7z)U < R2(0 f(n - 2)O + 0 f(n - 1)O) n = 1, 2,... (6.5) 
and such that the solution 20 of 
44 + A(+0 - 1) = f(n) - (By)(n) n = 1, 2,... (6.6) 
with w(0) = 0 satisfies 
1 w(n)U d W f(n - I)! + 0 f(n)% n = 1, 2,..., (6.7) 
where f( -1) = f(0) = 0 and k = 8 + jj M, j\. 
Proof. We define g E s~,l(E) by 
(g(n))(s) = -6s(l + W(n))(O) + ~(3s + W%V(nN~ 
-1 < s < 0, n = 1,2 )... . 
Obviously, 
(&)X--l) = fiW(4 (g(4)(0) = 0 n = 1, 2,..., (6.8) 
1 
0 
-1 MnNN ds = (f(n)>(O) n = 1, 2,..., (6.9) 
and, using (4.3), 
0 g(n)u d @f(n>u + II MC II o.f(n>n = hnf(n>u n = 1, 2,... . (6.10) 
We extend f and g by setting f( -1) = f(0) = g(-1) = g(0) = 0; then 
(6.8), (6.9), (6.10) remain valid for n = - 1, 0, except that the first formula of 
(6.8) becomes meaningless for n = -1. 
We now define w E s(E) by 
(w(n))(s) = (f(W) + 1” Mn - l))(u) da -1 < s < 0, n = 0, l,... . 
s (6.11) 
It is obvious that each w(zz) is indeed continuous. \I:e find a(O) 0, as 
required, and, from (6.9) 
(44)(- 1) = (f(4)( - 1) !- (An - 1 ))(O) 
12 
(4n))FY = (f‘(n))(O). 
0, I )..., (6.12) 
Further, (6.1 I) and (6.10) yield 
0 W(?z) -f(?Z)U ( 0 g(n ~~ I)0 2: kU .f(n I)0 72 = 0, I,... ) (6.13) 
and (6.7) follows, since k :- I. 
In order to construct Y we define, for each n E w[il , a function Z, t K~n-al(E) 
satisfying 
but otherxise arbitrary; it is possible to find such a continuous function 
because -(w(zz -- l))(O) = -(f(n - I ))(O) = (.f(zz))( - 1) .~ (zu(zz))( --~ I ), by 
(6.12). We define lt E sril(E) by 
h(n) -z g(n - I) 1 Iq”)l14,rr-l]“n n :- I, 2,... (6.15) 
We note that, on account of assumption (AI,), h(n) depends on sn only through 
its values on [zz - 2, zz], hence is determined by (6.14). By (6.15), (6.8), (4.2), 
(6.14), w-e have, for n = I, 2 ,..., 
&z)(O) = (g(n - l))(O) +- (~~f[n-,,,-,)(~~) 
= ll+z)n(n)z,~ == Gyz)(J(n) - - zc(n)), 
h(Tz + 1)(--I) = (g(n))(-0 in (Jfhiz,,..d(n) 
= l@(rz)f(lZ) + ‘sqn)l7(n)z, +I - hyz)(f(n) --~ 20(n)), 
so that these elements are equal for each n. By Lemma 3.1 there exists 
r E K(E) such that 
mr = h. (6.16) 
For n~w[tl and rz - 1 < t ,( n, (4.2), (4.3), (6.14), (6.7), (6.13) imply 
llP%+*1%L)(~)l; = !i ~@(w(% II ,< 1: MC II 0 Wh 0 
< 11 MC I/ max{U LT(zz - 1)~~~ 0, U fl(zz)z, 01 
= 1; &I, )/ max(O w(zz - l)O, Of(zz) - w(zz)U} 
< hl; MC Ii(Uf(ti - 2)U + Of(fZ - 1)U). (6.17) 
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Then (6.16) and (6.15) (6.17), (6.10) yield 
U(mY)(n)U < 0 ,f(?Z - I)0 + k,: i!fc i!(U f(fl - 2)O -k 0 f(fl - l)o) 
f /qUf(n - 2)8 + Of(72 - l)ll), 
i.e., (6.5), since k > 1 +- ;I Ill,[l. 
It remains to prove that w and r thus constructed satisfy (6.6). For this 
purpose, let II E w[r~ be fixed and consider the solution u of (1 .I)[,-,1 with 
Ii-(72 - 1)” = -w(n - 1) = n(n - I)&. (6.18) 
Let t, n - 1 < t < n, be given. From (6.14), (6.1 I), (3.1), 
2,(t) = & (f(n) - w(n))(t - n) = (g(n - l))(t - n), 
and from (6.16), (6.15), (3.1) 
Thus *n(t) + (&ZtnAI~z~)(t) = y(t), n - 1 < t < n, so that z, satisfies 
(1 .I)[,-,1 on [n - I, n). By (6.18) and uniqueness, z, and u coincide on 
[n - 2, n]. From (6.14), Lemma 5.1, (6.18), (6.1) we have 
j(n) - w(n) = zqn)z, = l7(n)u 
= l7(n)(P(n - l)II(n - 1)U + Q(n - 1)Y) 
= A(n)w(n - 1) + B(n)r, 
and (6.6) is satisfied for this arbitrary n E wtr~ 
7. ADMISSIBILITY AND THE SOLUTIONS 
OF THE HOMOGENEOUS EQUATION 
The discussion in the preceding section enables us to reduce the considera- 
tion of Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) to analysis of the difference Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4) 
by means of the theory in [l]. We shall indeed have to rely heavily on that 
paper for the crucial steps in the proof of Theorem 7.3. M is still assumed to 
satisfy (M,) and (IQ,), and A, B are defined by (6.1). 
We begin with the nonhomogeneous equations. We say that (C, C) is 
admissible with respect to M-more loosely, with respect to (I. I)-if for every 
Y E C(E) there is a bounded solution u of (1.1). We recall [l, p. 1541 that, 
similarly, (l”, 1”) is admissible with respect to A-or with respect to (6.3)-if 
for everyfe l;,(E) there is a bounded solution x of (6.3). 
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THEOREM 7.1. (C, C) is admissible with respect to M (f and oni$l if (1 I, 1’ ) 
is admissible with respect to =1. 
Proof. 1. Assume that (C, C) is admissible with respect to ,1f. I,ct 
f E l;,(E) be given, and choose Y and ZLI as provided by Theorem 6.2. Now 
(6.5) and (6.7) imply that Y and ZL‘ arc bounded (with I Y I :.G 3/z* I ,f I, 
I u: I < 2K If I). There exists, by assumption, a bounded solution u of 
(I. 1). Then wu is bounded, and satisfies (wu)(u) i =!(fz)(w~)(n -~ 1) =-. (&)(n), 
n = 1, 2,... . Since z:, is a bounded solution of (6.6), we conclude that mu -)~ w 
is a bounded solution of (6.3). Thus (l”, 1”) ‘7 d IS a missible with respect to -4. 
2. Assume, conversely, that (I”, 1’) is admissible with respect to .“I, 
and let Y E C(E) be given. By (6.2), Br E l;,(E) (with I BY I ( I Y I expll I!Yc I!); 
by the assumption, there exists a bounded solution s of (6.3) with f := BY. 
By Lemma 6.1, x = wu for some solution u of ( 1.1); and this u is bounded. 
Thus (C, C) is admissible with respect to M. 
The admissibilitv of (l’, 1’) with respect to /I implies, under certain 
additional conditions, an exponential dichotomy of the solutions of the homo- 
geneous lZqs. (6.4)1,1 (see [I, Section 71). Roughly speaking, the bounded 
solutions tend uniformly exponentially to 0, there exists a “complementary” 
manifold of solutions of (6.4) tending uniformly exponentially to infinity, 
the two kinds of solutions remain uniformly apart, and together they span 
all solutions. Since Lemma 6.1 provides a bijective correspondence between 
solutions of (1.2),,1 and (6.4)1,,,~ (for integral m), Theorem 7.1 will allow us to 
translate that result into an analogous implication for differential equations 
with delays. Il’e shall restrict ourselves here to finite-ditnensional E; this will 
allow us to make use of the following compactness result: 
LEMMA 7.2. If E is finite-dimensional, then A(n) is a compact operator for 
72 = 1, 2,... . 
Proof. Let n E W[~I and v E E be given. Then u = I’(” - 1)~ is the unique 
solution of ( 1.2)~~~,I with II(n - 1)~ = z’ (Lemma 5. I). By (6. l), A(n)v = 
-I7(n)u. Therefore, 
(444(s) = -u(n 4 $1 
= -u(n - 1) + s”-” (MI,-,,u)(u) da, -1 < s < 0. (7.1; 
71-l 
By (4.2), (4.3), and Lemma 5.2, 
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Combining (7.1) and (7.2), we find 
W(n)vN’) - (44W~ 
.< (s’ - S)i~ MC Ii 0 w 0 elipi) Mc ~1, -1 <s<s’<O. (7.3) 
Formulas (6.2) and (7.3) show that A(n) maps the unit ball ofE into a bounded 
equicontinuous set of continuous functions [0, l] + E; when E is finite- 
dimensional, it follows from the ArzelPAscoli Theorem that the closure 
in E of the image under ii(n) of that unit ball is compact. Hence A(n) is a 
compact operator in that case. 
We now state our main result, to the effect that admissibility of (C, C) 
with respect to M implies a kind of “exponential dichotomy” of the solutions 
of (1 .%nl . 
THEOREM 7.3. Assume that E is finite-dimensional, and that (C, C) is 
admissible with respect to M. Then there exist numbers V, N > 0 such that, fat 
every real m > 0, every bounded solution v of (1.2)1,,1 satis$es 
(i) % II(t)v 0 < hTe-V(l-tO)li II(t,)v 0 for all t 2 t, > m; 
There further exist a finite-dimensional linear manifold W qf solutions of (1.2), 
and numbers v’, iV’ > 0, X, > I such that, for every realm > 0, every solution 
u of (1.2)t,~ is of the form u = 2: + w[,,-,I , where v is a bounded solution and 
w E W, and such that every solution w G W satisfies 
(ii) U 17(t)w 0 > N’-*eY’(t-fo’U IT(t,)w 0 for all t > t, 3 0, 
(iii) 0 IT(t)w U < h, 0 II(t)w - U(t)v 0 for all t > m 3 0 and all 
bounded solutions v of (1.2)~~~ . 
Proof. I. By Theorem 7.1, (I”, 1”) is admissible with respect to A. We 
now refer to [l] and [6] in order to deal with Eqs. (6.3), (6.4). Specifically, 
condition (c) of [6, Lemma 4.21 is satisfied with b = d = 1”; since every 
A(n) is compact by Lemma 7.2 (one would be enough), we conclude from 
[6, Theorem 4.3(b)] that the covariant sequence E, is regular and that its 
terms (which are the sets of initial values of the bounded solutions of (6.4)1,1; 
n = 0, l,...) have constant finite codimension in E. We can therefore apply 
the fundamental “direct” result [l, Theorem 10.21 and find that this covariant 
sequence induces an exponential dichotomy for A. 
2. To make this result manageable, we use the description of an expo- 
nential dichotomy given by [ 1, Theorem 7.1(c)]. We observe from the proof 
of that theorem that we are free to choose the splitting 4; and since E,,(O) 
has finite codimension in E, we choose ~1 to be a (linear) projection along E,, 
onto a finite-dimensional complemental-!. subspace, say Z. This choice of Z 
and the regularity ofE, imply that the values at an\ given IZ of the solutions ot 
(6.4) starting on Z constitute a complementary s&pace to E,,(U); in other 
words, if s is any solution of (6.4)t1Lj , there exists a solution z of (6.4) with 
z(0) EZ such that y -; .X - zj,j-- another solution of (6.4)r,,j-- is bounded. 
The combination of [I, Theorem JO.21 and [I, Theorem 7. I] as appliet! to 
our case then yields: There exist numbers V, v’, ‘Vi , AT,’ ;> 0, A, ’ I, such 
that for any integers x,, , IL with n . 12~) - 0, any bounded solution y of 
(6.4)1,~j and any solution s of (6.4) with z(O) EZ we have 
11 y(n)O -< xle-v(n-rgJ n y(7z,,)U, (7.4) 
0 z(n)U .> x--w-~~~~) 0 Z(n,,)u, (7.5) 
0 .z(n,,)U -;_ x,0 u”(q)) - y(n,,)U. (7.6) 
3. It now remains to translate this information on (6.4) by means of 
Lemma 6.1 into the conclusion of the theorem. \f:e define W to be the finite- 
dimensional linear manifold of solutions u! of (I .2) with n(O)u; E Z. In the 
rest of this proof, whenever w E W, we set z --_ r~isw and observe that, by 
Lemma 6.1, x is a solution of (6.4) with z(0) =m. n(O)w EZ, and that all 
solutions of (6.4) starting from Z are of this form. 
Let w E W and t, , t be given, with t > t, ~3 0. Let n, be the greatest 
integer <f, and n the least integer >t. Combining (7.5) and Lemma 5.2, 
we find 
T 1 “‘(IL-n,,) == 0 Lipz,)w 0 Iv,- e 
> 0 L!(t,)w 0 AT~-leu’(f-fo) exp( -1: il!Ic it), 
i.e., (ii) with N’ = Nr’ exp(2!~ M, ii). 
Let now m > 0 be given and fixed in the sequel. If u is a solution of 
(1.2)1,1 , we choose an arbitrary integer n > m and find that ~t+rl is a solution 
of (l.2)t1~j . By Lemma 6.1, w~[,-rl is a solution of (6.4)~~~; by Part 2 of this 
proof, there exists a solution z of (6.4) with z(0) EZ, i.e., z = ‘~irw with 
w E W, such that m~[,-il - z[,~I = a(~[,-,l - wb-il) = m(u - ~[~-rj)t~-r~ is 
bounded. Then (U - ~I~-~l)t~-rl is bounded, and u = u - z+-rl is a 
bounded solution of (1.2)1,,1 . 
Let u be a given bounded solution of (1.2)1,,,1 Let t, , t be given, with 
t > t, > m, If there is no integer in the interval [to , t], Lemma 5.2 implies 
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otherwise, let n, be the least integer ato and n the greatest integer <t, so that 
n 2 n, 3 112. By Lemma 6. I, y =: z~~i~“u’[,~-rl is a bounded solution of (6.4)[~ . 
Combining (7.4) with Lemma 5.2, we find 
Since N, > 1 (by (7.4) for n = n,), we conclude from (7.7) (7.8) that (i) 
holds with AJ = iVlez~ exp(2/! Mc 1;). 
Finally, with 9 as before and with w E W, t 3 nz given, let n, be the least 
integer >t; again y = az’[,+ is a bounded solution of (6.4)1~ . Applying 
(ii) to ZL’, (7.6) toy and z = azc, and Lemma 5.2 to w[,,,-r] - z’, we find 
0 lqt)w 0 < iv’ [I II(7z,)w 0 = N 0 z(n,)U .< X,N’ 0 z(n,) - y(n,,)O 
= h,N’ 0 Iqn,)w - Il(n,,)r; 0 = h,N’ 0 n(n”)(zq,,,_,] - 2:)U 
< A,N’ II ~(t)(zq,,-,I - a)U expjl M, ‘11 
= h,N’ 0 17(t)w - fl(t)v 0 expll !lZ, II, 
i.e., (iii) with X, = /\,N’ expij M, ;I. 
Remark. Conversely, the conclusion of Theorem 7.3 implies, via 
Lemma 6.1, that E, is a regular covariant sequence and induces an exponential 
dichotomy for A. From the “converse” theorem for difference equations, 
i.e., [I, Theorem 10.31, it follows that (l”, 1”) is admissible with respect to A; 
and hence, by Theorem 7.1, that (C, C) is admissible with respect to 111. 
Thus the converse of Theorem 7.3 is valid. Since the proof, as outlined, 
is straightforward and requires no fresh insight, we omit it here. 
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